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THE ELLEN MACARTHUR FOUNDATION
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation works across four areas, with the aim of 
accelerating the transition towards a circular economy:

INSIGHT & 
ANALYSIS

EDUCATION 
& TRAINING

Catalysing circular 
activities across the 
global economy

Inspiring learners to re-
think the future through 
the circular economy 
framework

Providing robust 
evidence about the 
benefits of the circular 
economy transition

BUSINESS & 
GOVERNMENT

COMMUNICA-
TIONS

Engaging a global 
audience around the 
circular economy

GLOBAL PARTNERS









“The problems standing in 

the way of prosperity are 

an unsound… money 

system and a lack of 

understanding of the 

physical reality underlying 

economics.

Frederick Soddy Wealth, Virtual 

Wealth, and Debt: The Solution of the 

Economic Paradox (1926)



















"There is 

nothing so 

practical as a 

good theory.”

Lewin

“…practice that 

isn’t informed 

by theory is the 

random fiddling 

of a fool.”

Cabrera









Title goes hereDifferent scales

Fewer, Bigger, More efficient

Many, Smaller, More Diverse, More Resilient

Shark

Mackerel

Herring

Phytoplankton





Cradle to Cradle – McDonough and Braungart

Performance Economy – Walter Stahel

Natural Capitalism – Amory & Hunter Lovins

Industrial Ecology – Thomas Graedel

Biomimicry – Janine Benyus

Wealth Beyond Measure – Paul Ekins





INSIGHT & ANALYSIS:
Providing robust evidence about the benefits of the  CE

Jointly with McKinsey & Company, and most recently with the Word Economic Forum we 
have undertaken research to address a number of key questions:

1. Can the circular economy decouple economic growth from resource constraints?
2. Is this approach commercially interesting to individual businesses?
3. Is this approach beneficial to the economy at large?
4. What are the levers for scaling up this approach across the global economy?





… the inner circle … circling longer

$$$

… cascaded use across 
industries

… pure/non-toxic/easier-to-
separate inputs and designs

The power of …



Peter Lacy et al

Digitally enabled! 





Paul Mason, Postcapitalism

"abundance is tanking the price of everything” Mason



The hierarchy – “death stars” as seen by Neil Gorenflo : AirBnB, Uber etc

The network: couchsurfing, blahblah car, ‘open 

source circular economy’ 







Thus the first and foremost rule of the 
game that needs to be changed is the shift 
from "ever lower costs" to "ever higher 
generation of value" with what is locally 
available.

Gunter Pauli

Efficiency:
‘doing 
things right’ 
doing more, 
faster
lower 
labour
energy and 
materials 
cost

Effectiveness:
optimise whole   

system; 
transform return, 
maintain system 

fit



All good:
restorative and 
regenerative

All scales: 
core and 
periphery

All flows: 
information, 
energy and 
materials



( You wanna eat it all? Huh? Do ya?)
A circular economy ‘sandwich’

• prices to reflect full costs to assist markets (e.g. tax non-
renewables not people)

• money and finance are endogenous variables (money mostly a 
med. of exchange)

ENABLING

ACTION

PHILOSOPHY • worldviews matter – how we think and learn
• science sees a world of dynamic non-linear systems 
• economics reflects science (?!...)

• everything is food (two cycles – technical and biological)
• shift to renewables
• shift from selling goods to services/performance
• rebuild/maintain capital to increase useful flows (up-cycle)
• celebrate diversity (a source of creativity and resilience)












